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Brae Burn—A Tough Course
By ROBERT E. POWER, Editor

The National Greenkeeper

to No. 2 tee or scale the steep approach to No. 9
green carrying no weight but his clothing. How
do you suppose the man who mows No. 2 tee
and No. 9 green makes out ? I asked John if he
used airplanes or balloons to get his mowers to
some of these inaccessible places. H e just
laughed as though that was all in the day's
work. After hiking around his course for two
days, 1 felt like crawling into a
bunk and sleeping for about
eighteen hours. If, as they say,
Bobby Jones makes twenty-five
thousand dollars a year writing
articles for newspapers and magazines because he is the champion, he certainly earned at least
six months' salary in his week
at Brae Burn.

B

R A E Burn is tough. It's what the illiterate golf scribes would call a u goat" golf
course. That's one reason why in our opinion
only the younger men survived the play after
Wednesday in the National Amateur Championship which began on Monday, September 10
and finished Saturday, September 15 with another victory for the redoubtable Bobby Jones.
The slopes on many of the
holes, especially the outgoing
nine are so steep that traversing
them is a species of miniature
mountain climbing. Even Bobby
Jones, twenty-six years old,
sturdy and seasoned athlete, to
my personal knowledge paused
for breath on many occasions
especially in the qualifying
rounds when the galleries were
small and the play moved
rapidly.

Shanahan Rates

I

High

H A D the pleasure and benefit
of carefully inspecting the
Brae Burn course in company
L L of which is coming to the
with John Morley of Youngspoint of our story—that
JOHN SHANAHAN
Brae Burn's veteran greenkeeper town and John MacGregor of
Brae Burn is a greenkeeper's
workhouse. Any time you think that John Chicago on Monday and Tuesday, the qualifyShanahan's job is a cinch just because he has ing days. These veteran officers of the Nabeen there twenty-seven years you have anoth- tional Association of Greenkeepers of America
er guess coming. Tees perched on promontor- visited Boston as a compliment to John Shanaies, hog-backed fairways, several double level han and his associates in the New England
greens and others with undulations that are Greenkeepers Association, of which Shanahan
actually bumps makes the maintenance prob- is president. The latter has long been rated
nationally as one of the greatest greenkeepers
lem one of the most difficult I have ever seen.
It takes an agile spiked-shoe golfer to climb in the United States.
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After carefully inspecting his course from
"stem to stern" as the sailors say, we can safely
say that he is not overrated. W e could find
nothing undone, and considering that early
September is absolutely the worst time in the
year to get a course in championship condition
Shanahan worked wonders. W h y the United
States Golf Association picked September 10th
for the National Amateur on a northern course
must have been due either to ignorance or a
desire to put the greenkeeper out of business.
We feel quite sure it wasn't the latter.
Just pause a moment you greenkeepers and
chairmen all over the world to read the NATIONAL G R E E N KEEPER and think of the sleepless nights and weeks of worry John Shanahan
went through, working silently, patiently and
praying that weather conditions would give him
a break to overcome the tremendous handicap
of his position.
Fortunately he had rains
through July and August that kept his fairways
green and growing. Brown patch came of

No. 1, 337 yards-Probably

the easiest hole .tBrae

Burn^
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course as it did everywhere else east of the
Mississippi, but he knew how to fight it and did
successfully.
When we hunted up the tall gaunt Irishman
on Monday morning we expected to find a
wreck. Instead his handclasp was hearty and
he was smiling—a game greenkeeper and no
mistake, and worthy his high standing.
No
wonder Bobby Jones who has real brains paid
him a well-deserved tribute just as he did John
MacGregor in Chicago—they were both battling a hell of a problem and they both won out.
I hope the National Association of Greenkeepers at their next meeting make Bobby an
honorary member.

N

Brae Burn Made Me

Dizzy

O W about the Brae Burn golf course. In
the beginning I said it was tough—tough
on players, spectators and the greenkeeper. I
wondered at first why the sedate New E n g e n d ers remained in stationary groups and didn't
rush about much. 1 thought it was their dig-

Many^plajers

used irons off the tee to avoid going in the
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No. 7, 412 yards—This
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hole gave the amateur golfers plenty
the difficult
contouring

m'ty but after trying to get out of bed the second morning 1 decided it was their common
sense. Yet 1 couldn't resist hiking here and
there until I was dizzy, because no two holes
are alike and turf conditions vary so remarkably that I was fascinated.
Built originally in 1897 Brae Burn is aged
and shows it. The putting greens are mats of
mottled velvet and carpet bents which in June
must have been marvelous. Unfortunately, between brown patch and crab grass they showed
the effects of the worst season turf experts have
seen in a quarter of a century. But the sturdy
nature of these old bent grasses carried them
through and they offered an undeniably accurate putting surface. Many players kicked to me
about the tricky greens but the tricks were put
in by the architect not the greenkeeper. I never
saw so many consistently cross-eyed undulations in my life. The slopes ran every which
way but the ball went exactly where you hit it.
Number 7 green was a bear. Only 412 yards
long with the drive from one of those plateau
tees and no bunkers about the green, it looked
easy when I first saw it. But Monday night 1
noticed the scores were high and 5's and 6's
were not uncommon. So I investigated and
after watching several pairs play the hole the
answer was easy. A funny blister runs catty
corner across the green. If the player's high
mashie shot hit this bump his ball bounced into
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of trouble because of the creek
of the putting
green

7

bordering

the fairway

and

the steep bank closely bordering the green and
was embedded in a hummocky mess of shaggy
sheeps fescue. There was only about one place
you could pitch and hold that green. After disastrous pitching some played short and tried to
run up over the steep slope. The results were so
funny that it made you think of those mirror
places where one minute you look short and fat
and the next tall and thin.

Sweetser Shut His

J

Eyes

ESS S W E E T S E R on Tuesday shut his
eyes, shanked and half topped a four iron
and wound up in the right hand bank hole high.
Standing at a 60 degree angle he blindly clubbed at the ball and holed out for a birdie three.
"Yes, that's better than a six and I certainly
needed that birdie," was his retort. His partner hit two fine shots and took a 5. Tommy
Ay cock, the Florida amateur champion, accustomed to the flat southern greens and fairways
was bowlegged and crosseyed when I saw him
after the qualifying round. I le told me that he
offered to bet anybody and everybody five dollars that he could place a ball in a certain place
on Number 7 green and they could not get down
in two putts. Nobody took him up.
Not all the greens were tricky but those that
were comparatively easy to putt on were bunkered for keeps. This was particularly true of
the second nine where the premium on the shot
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No. 5, 577 yards—The

Compared with Oakmont

difficult
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longest hole on the course where no one ever reached the green in two

to the green was enormous. With three par 5
holes this second nine was a drag out and many
a good golfer just regularly broke his back trying to keep up with the long hitters. After
scrambling about the hump-backed first nine
and doing a cross-country hike on the second
nine every contestant at Brae Burn knew he
had been on a he-man's golf course. 1 Ie had to
play every shot in his bag and without luck like
Sweetser had on Number 7, he had to play them
right.

No. 11. 463 yards—This
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I think the tee

two-shotter

shots

shots were easier—not such tight bunkering
through the green nor such great length required as a whole. But up to and around the
greens Brae Burn takes second place to no
course the championship has been played on in
recent years.

T

Brae Bum Fairways Unusual

H E turf on Brae Burn fairways was quite
unusual.
First, the soil is distinctly a
sandy loam—more sand than loam—dark in
color but fluffy. We found a mixture of seeded
bents, native bent, blue grass, poa annua and

put a special premium on
Bobby Jones's best holes

:curacy as well as distance.

It was one of

some fescue but not much. The bents predominated and they were very fine which gave the
appearance of thin turf, yet the sod was closely
knitted and firm.
Some heavy rains had brought out the worms
in certain places and there were a few cuppy
lies particularly on Number 18 where the ball
often lodged between the worm casts. In most
cases the fairway lies were fair but close enough
to require very accurate hitting. I saw very
few balls teed up so to speak, as is the case on
many fescue fairways in the heavy soils of the
Middle West.
The rough differed so much from the average course that it caused lots of comment. It
was all sheeps fescue tough and bunchy but not
long. Many a shot which looked fairly simple
to the player as he came up to his ball turned
out to be a nightmare. It was almost useless
to try for distance but the old urge that we all
have caused brassies and big irons to come out
with disastrous results.
Personally, I think the Brae Burn rough
bordering the fairways was the best for a big
championship I have ever seen. Nothing like
Sciota and Olympia Fields where they just let
weeds and hay grow knee high. I saw no rough
at Brae Burn over four to six inches but it was
always a half stroke penalty at least.
But the face of the bunkers I cannot enthuse
about. Here was sheeps fescue, but badly pitted with wash holes and almost without exception a ball in the face of the bunker was much
worse off than in the sand. One good player
took three shots to get out on Number 17. He
took a six and I know had his tee shot been
worse and in the sand he would have scored a
four. Aside from that criticism there was nothing to find fault with the condition of the Brae
Burn course.
We cannot close without mentioning the extreme courtesy and thoughtfulness of the Brae
Burn committeemen in handling the details of
the tournament. Everything moved like clockwork and there was no noise or confusion anywhere. It was super-efficient headwork on the
part of the Boston men coupled with an in-born
spirit of hospitality that was felt by all.
Say you saw the ad in The National
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IVNOW
What Goes Into the
Fertilizer You Use—

C

One of America's foremost chemists pronounces the advantages of BESTIVALL
equal to those of Peruvian Guano, which
is generally recognized as the peer of all
natural guanas.

What is BESTIVALL and how is it made?
It is a pure By-Product of a live poultry packing plant. Shipments of live poultry are received from the West and South in poultry
cars built for this purpose. These cars are
cleaned out and this material together with
what fowl are bound to die in transit, is
mixed with the blood and offal from the
killing room and put in large steel drums,
there it is treated under high pressure steam
for a number of hours, being then thoroughly dried and ground.
It comes to you finely pulverized, in its natural chemical proportions, nothing whatsoever being added to make weight or bulk,
but a pure organic material, high in the
availability of its chemical contents.
Not only is it valuable for the plant food it
contains, but the nature of the rich manure
content adds to and stimulates bacterial action in the soil making additional plant
food available.
There will be no weed crop from the use of
BESTIVALL. The drying process absolutely prevents seeds from germinating.
An application NOW will aid greatly to
thicken up to grasses on both the fairways
and putting greens, producing a deep, rich,
velvety, green color, making them available
for early spring play.
T H E

Bestivall M a n u f a c t u r i n g
1900 So. Delaware Ave.

Company
Philadelphia
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It Took Real Golf Shots to

No. 18, 437 yards—The

No. 2, 304 yards—A

cockeyed

carry from the tee had to be 225 yards to reach the

drive and pitch hole where p'acing a straight
everything

fairway

tee shot over the hill to the left

meant
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Play Brae Burn's Tricky Holes

No. 12, 163 yards—Just

No. 6, ISO yards—Just

about a postage stamp to shoot at and no place to go but on the green

what you see—a slippery mound to drop your ball on.

The tee shot must be high and straight
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